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About NESTA 

Founded 1998, £300M Endowment 

Mission: bring ideas to life and help make innovation 
happen. 

How? Through research, programmes and investment 

Three areas of work: Innovation and Economic Growth, 
Social and Public Sector Innovation, Creative Economy 

 



1. Creative Industries: Important, fast growing and 
innovative 



Economic significance 

UNITED KINGDOM 
 

2007: 6.2% GVA (60Bn) 
Employ 1.1M 

 
1997-2007 grew 5% p.a. 

(twice the rest of the 
economy) 

 
DCMS (2010) 

 
 

SCOTLAND 
 

2007: Turnover £5.2Bn 
(7% increase on 2006) 

GVA £2.4Bn (11% 
increase on 2006) 

Employment  58,600 
(50% increase since 1998) 

 
Scottish Government (2011) 

 
 



High growth and innovation 

8.5% of Scotland’s Creative firms are classified as high 
growth. 

 

This compares with 7.5% across the UK; 

and 6% in the UK economy overall. 

 

They are also more classified as more innovative 

 



High growth and innovation 

 



2. The Creative Industries drive innovation in the wider 
economy 

They provide other sectors of the economy with: 

a. Inputs for innovation 

b. Skills for innovation 

c. Exemplars for innovation 

d. Places for innovation 



a. Inputs for innovation 



Fine arts graduates have skill-sets associated with 
innovation enhancing their employability 

b. Skills for innovation 



RAPID TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 

c. Exemplars for innovation 



d. Places for innovation 



d. Places for innovation: WHERE?  

Edinburgh is the only creative 
hotspot in the North of Britain 
(besides Manchester) that we 

identified using 2007 data 



Innovation intervention with creative service providers 
and SMEs in Manchester. 

SME 

3. Creative Credits, creating connections 

150 Innovation 
projects 

Creative 
business 

Innovation 
voucher 



With impacts that are visible already 



4. Harnessing digital change in the creative landscape… 
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A role for policy: Help arts organisations innovate 
digitally 

NT Live: Experiment 
with National 

Theatre to test 
impact of digital 

broadcasting on live 
revenues 



Digital R&D Fund for the arts and culture 

Arts 
organisation 

Digital innovation projects and sector-wide knowledge 

Technology 
partner 

Research  
team 

Digital R&D Fund 

Scotland Digital R&D Fund in partnership with Creative 
Scotland launched January 2012 
£500k investment allocation 



5. Results from NESTA’s Starter for 6 :  Supporting the 
Creative Industries in Scotland : 

• 2007-9 Pilot programme 3 years- devised, funded and 
managed by NESTA in partnership with many Scottish 
agencies  

• 2010- present, programme mainstreamed by Creative 
Scotland and managed by Cultural Enterprise Office 

• Holistic support (creative enterprise training, peer 
mentoring, coaching and early stage investment up to 
£10k for some). One stop shop approach. 

 

 



6.  Conclusions 

• The creative industries are a force for economic 
growth in their own right 

• But they are drivers of innovation in the rest of the 
economy too  

• Policy is right to support creative industries, but it 
should also nurture the links between creative 
industries and other sectors 

• NESTA looks forward to working towards this with 
the creative industries in Scotland  



Thank You 


